Abstract. For nonempty subsets S0, . . . , Sn−1 of a (large enough) finite field F satisfying |S1|, . . . , |Sn−1| > 2 or |S1|, |Sn−1| > n − 1, we show that there exist a0 ∈ S0, . . . , an−1 ∈ Sn−1 such that
Introduction
Consider the positive (n + 1)-digit integers (1.1) m = a 0 + a 1 q + · · · + a n−1 q n−1 + a n q n in a certain fixed base q. A very interesting (and very broad) problem in analytic number theory is to study the behavior of an arithmetic function over the integers m whose vector of digits lies in some 'box'
(1.2) B · · = (a 0 , . . . , a n ) ∈ S 0 ×· · ·×S n | S i ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , q −1}, 0 ≤ i ≤ n .
Boxes include (unions of) arithmetic progressions, short intervals, base-5 integers not having 3 as a digit, and many other examples. This generalized point of view has its origins in the works [50, 51] of Sierpinski who studied primes with prescribed values of a 0 and a n . Many works followed, for instance [34] by Konyagin, [52] by Tao, and also [6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 19, 22, 27, 28, 34, 35, 40, 49, 56] . Furthermore, Bourgain has shown in [7] (improving on several previous results) that one can find a prime with a fixed proportion of the digits prescribed, and Maynard in [37] has shown that there are primes in every large cube, that is, in a box where for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, S i = S is a set with a small (compared to q) complement. As can be seen from the works mentioned above, von Mangoldt is not the only function studied in this context. For example, Erdos, Mauduit, and Sarkozy posed the following problem in [18] . Problem 1.1. Is there (for infinitely many values of n) a squarefree integer in the box given by S i · · = {0, 1} for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and S n = {1}?
The problem has been solved affirmatively for small values of q (and variants of it were considered) in [18] , in [20] by Filaseta and Konyagin, and in [5] by Banks and Shparlinski. Even if each S i is allowed to contain some fixed amount k > 2 of elements, the problem remains open. In a slightly different vein, it is shown in the recent work [16] of Dietmann, Elsholtz, and Shparlinski that one can find a squarefree integer with almost 40% of the (base-2) digits prescribed.
The function field analog of our setup, where the digits are replaced by the coefficients of a polynomial
over a finite field F q , has also received a lot of attention, as can be seen from [1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 14, 15, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 53, 54, 55, 57] . In this work we contribute to the study of the function field analog by giving lower bounds on the number of squarefrees in 'sparse' boxes. By saying that a box S 0 × · · · × S n is sparse, we roughly mean that each S i (for 0 ≤ i ≤ n) is very small compared to q. Our first result solves a function field analog of Problem 1.1.
Theorem 1.2. Let n > 1 be an integer, and let S 0 , . . . , S n be subsets of a finite field F with
Then there exist a 0 ∈ S 0 , . . . , a n ∈ S n such that
is a squarefree polynomial over F. Moreover, if the characteristic of F is 2, we can replace the last condition in (1.4) by the weaker assumption that
In particular, for any distinct 0 = a, b ∈ F we can take S i · · = {a, b} for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and S n = {a} as in Problem 1.1.
A variety of methods and techniques have been employed in the study of problems similar to Problem 1.1 (both over the integers and over rings of polynomials with coefficients from a finite field). Some of these are: circle method (and other 'Fourier techniques'), Riemann Hypothesis (and zerofree regions), exponential and character sums, geometry of numbers, sieves, trace formulas, Chebotarev's density theorems, and equidistribution results in the large finite field limit. As the boxes considered in Theorem 1.2 are quite sparse, (especially when |F| is large) it seems that the aforementioned techniques are not sufficient here. Our proof of Theorem 1.2 relies on the Combinatorial Nullstellensatz which has not yet been applied in function field arithmetic.
Using the Combinatorial Nullstellensatz we also obtain a variant of Theorem 1.2 that guarantees the existence of squarefrees in even sparser boxes (when the cardinality of the field is large compared to the degree). Theorem 1.3. Let F be a finite field of characteristic p, let n > 2 be an integer not congruent to 2 mod p, and let S 0 , . . . , S n be subsets of F with
This theorem is of 'large finite field limit' type since if we fix F, there are only finitely many values of n to which Theorem 1.3 is applicable, while if we fix n and take |F| to infinity, we find squarefrees in very sparse boxes, as compared to results on squarefrees in short intervals such as [32 
Combining our results with those of Erdos from [17] , we show that (in the large finite field limit) almost every polynomial in a cube is squarefree. Corollary 1.4. Fix an integer n > 1. For every finite field F pick subsets S 0 = S 0 (F), . . . , S n = S n (F) ⊆ F having the same cardinality C(F) such that
Note that the assumption in (1.9) is necessary, and (perhaps surprisingly) an arbitrarily slow growth rate suffices, as the corollary shows. For sufficiently high growth rates in (1.9), Corollary 1.4 can be proved using the standard sieving and Fourier transform techniques. As the example following [32, Theorem 1.3] shows, the analog of Corollary 1.4 for general boxes (with growing volume) fails, so the restriction in Corollary 1.4 to cubes is necessary.
The proofs
In order to conclude that a degree n ≥ 2 polynomial
over a field F is squarefree, it suffices to show that its discriminant, which is a homogeneous polynomial in A 0 , . . . , A n of degree 2n−2, does not vanish. 1 · · · A in n be a monomial that appears (with a nonzero coefficient) in f . Suppose that S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S n ⊆ F satisfy
Then there exist a 0 ∈ S 0 , a 1 ∈ S 1 , . . . , a n ∈ S n such that 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0.
Hence, in order to obtain the first part of Theorem 1.2, it suffices to establish the following claim.
Proposition 2.2. The monomial
appears (with coefficient ±1) in the degree (2n − 2) homogeneous polynomial
Proof. We induct on n noting that the base case n = 2 is well known. Setting
we observe that it is sufficient to show that
The basic relation between the resultant and the discriminant tells us that
We can ignore the sign, use the notation of (2.6), and differentiate with respect to T to obtain (2.9)
Using the multiplicativity of the discriminant, we see that the right-hand side of (2.9) equals (2.10)
Using the invariance rule of the resultant under linear transformations, we conclude that up to a sign, (2.10) equals
Another application of multiplicativity shows that (up to a sign) (2.11) is (2.12)
Applying (2.8) to q(T ) we find that (up to a sign) (2.12) equals (2.13)
Since q(T ) is congruent to A 1 mod T , we have (2.14)
, and from induction, we get that ±A 2 2 · · · A 2 n−1 appears in Disc T q(T ) . Hence,
n−1 appears in (2.13) as required. If the characteristic of F is 2, the polynomial
is easily seen to be a square of some g(A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A n ) ∈ F[A 0 , . . . , A n ], so we can apply Corollary 2.1 to g instead. Since A 2 1 · · · A 2 n−1 appears in f (with coefficient 1), it readily follows that A 1 · · · A n−1 appears in g, and the second part of Theorem 1.2 is thus established.
Similarly, in order to prove Theorem 1.3, it suffices to know the following.
n−1 appears with coefficient (2.16)
in the polynomial f from (2.15).
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.2, we just need to find the coefficient of our monomial in
By the multiplicativity of the discriminant, we see that the right-hand side of (2.17) equals (up to a sign)
and this reduces (using the properties of resultants mentioned above) to
It is shown in [36] that (2.19) evaluates (up to a sign) to
so we have found the required coefficient.
Let us now deduce Corollary 1.4 from Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Define an (n + 1)-uniform (n + 1)-partite hypergraph H whose set of vertices is the disjoint union of S 0 , . . . , S n and for any a 0 ∈ S 0 , . . . , a n ∈ S n the set {a 0 , . . . , a n } is an edge if (2.21) m(T ) = a 0 + a 1 T + · · · + a n−1 T n−1 + a n T n is not squarefree. when |F| is large enough (compared to n). Hence, the density of the polynomials in S 0 × · · · × S n that are not squarefree is at most
As |F| → ∞, C(F) grows to ∞, so the density in (2.23) goes to 0.
